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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

JUL i1 1886

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:SUBJECT'hairman

Zech

Victor Stello, Jr;
Executive Director for Operations

SEPTEMBER 20, 1985, LETTER FROM AORS Q TURKEY POINT

By memorandum dated October 16, 1985, Chairman Palladino posed questions related
to the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system pump failures on July 22, 1985, at the
Turkey Point Plant which were based on the September 20, 1985, ACRS letter included
with the memorandum. Mr. Dircks responded to those questions by memorandum dated
October 29, 1985. Enclosed are the September 20 letter, October 16 memorandum

and the October 29 memorandum.

This memorandum is an update of the corrective actions taken by Florida Power

and Light Company (FPL) in relation to AFW system at the Turkey Point Plant.
In addition, the status of the long-term actions being taken regarding AFW

systems for all nuclear'power plants as the result of the TMI-2 accident and

operating experience, most notably the June 9, 1985, event at Davis-Besse is
given.

FPL responded to the NRC findings in the two team inspection reports, Report Nos.
50-250/85-32 and 50-251/85-32 issued on October 7, 1985, by letter dated
December 6, 1985, and Report Nos. 50-250/85-40 and 50-251/85-40 issued January 2,
1986, by letter dated January 31, 1986. As indicated in the enclosure to my

October 29, 1985, memorandum to you, FPL responded to our initial concerns
relating to the AFW procedures, training and maintenance. They also committed
to undertake a humber of other actions, including hardware changes, to improve
the performance, reliability, and availability of the system. I will describe
the significant actions and provide the status for each unit:

(1) AFW Flow Control U rade: The operation and design requirements of the
F ave c ange rom t e initial design. The flow control valves were

designed for a 200 gpm flow with a 25 psi differential pressure. The

required flow for each unit has changed from 600 gpm to 375 gpm and the
original differential pressure controllers wer e disconnected. These two
changes resulted in the flow control valves operating outside the optimum
control range which resulted in undesired oscillations. These oscillations
have been substantially reduced or eliminated by modifications which
provide new trim to the flow control valves. The changes and tests have

been completed on Unit 3 and will be completed on Unit 4 prior to startup
from the current outage.
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Chairman Zech

(3)

(4)

AFW Sto Check Valves: Failures occurred in the steam system supply stop
c ec va ve gui e studs due to insufficient strength to resist high cycle
fatigue induced by low steam flow through the valves. The failure mechanism
was identified metallurgically and confirmed analytically. Modifications
on Unit 4 have been completed during the current outage and will be

completed on Unit 3 during the next outage of sufficient duration.

AFW Nitro en Station U rade: Concerns as to the adequacy of the nitrogen
supp y an t e i ficu ty in replenishing the nitrogen were identified.
The existing five bottle station for each unit will be relocated and a

new five bottle station will be provided for each unit. The relocated
and new stations will have adequate accessibility for bottle change-out.

'hemodification includes elimination of unnecessary tubing or junction
boxes. The upgrade also will include qualified pressure switches,
indicators, and regulators on the relocated and new stations. A pressure
switch from each station will be alarmed in the control room and provide
input to an annunciator. All modifications have been completed on Unit 4

during this outage except for the qualified instrumentation which has not
been received. Existing instrumentation will be used in the interim.
Unit 3 will be completed during the next outage of sufficient duration.

AFW Turbine Governor Reset: When the AFW turbines are running, in order
to s ut own t ey require a bleed down time or manual oil dump for resetting
the governors prior to initiating a restart. Improper oil dump could
result in pump overspeed, lockout and potential loss of function. FPL met
with representatives of the Woodward Governor Company to determine the use
of automatic oil dump or other corrective actions. The normal bleed down

time for Woodward governors can be as long as 30 minutes. This time is
based on a 30 second ramp rate bushing, however, the AFW governors used at
Turkey Point have a 17 second ramp rate which results in about a three
minute drain time.

FPL has determined that the addition of the automatic oil dump would add

another potential for failure due to the ball check valve and bellows
assembly design of the automatic device. Failure of the device could
result in turbine shutdown or other erratic operation of the AFW pumps.
To eliminate overspeed trips, FPL has performed tests to determine the
specific bleed down times which were in the order of 3 to 5 minutes. One

AFW train pump will be required to continually operate for the time
determined above, including a factor of 3 margin (about 15 minutes), to
allow resetting of, the other two'umps. To assure this action is adhered

to, covers will be provided for the'witches necessary to shutdown the AFW

pumps with a notation indicating that one of these pumps must be kept
running for at least 15 minutes.

Each of the pumps have 1005 capacity to provide AFW to the two units,
thus, the operating pump would be adequate to fulfill the AFW system
function for both units in an emergency situation. The existing motor
operated gate valves in the steam inlet have been replaced with globe
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Chairman Zech

valves, which will reduce steam leakage which contributes to pump tripping.
These new valves, coupled with the requirement for one of the three pumps
to operate while the other pumps are being shutdown and improved maintenance
of the system, will significantly redu'ce the likelihood of conditions
leading to electronic cycling or mechanical tripping of the AFW pumps.

(5) AFW Miscellaneous Corrective Actions: To assure the ability to operate
t e F system oca y, emergency )ghts with individual batteries have
been installed in addition to improved lighting for normal and maintenance
activities. Several modifications have been completed or will soon be
completed to provide improved accessibility to valves which may require
local operator actions. Local flow indication has been installed near the
AFW flow control valves to provide the necessary instrumentation for local
control of these valves prior to Unit 4 startup from the current outage.
FPL has contacted the pump manufacturers, Ingersol-Rand, and has performed
recommended tests on the pumps. FPL is implementing vendor recommended
part replacements to improve pump performance. In addition, RPM monitors
have been installed in the control room to provide positive verification
of pump operability. Seismic support of all two inch and smaller piping/
tubing associated with the AFW system will also be completed prior to
start up of Unit 4.

(6) AFW Reliabilit /Availabilit Studies: An AFW System Effectiveness Study
~s e~ng per orme y esting ouse., The study includes

Definition of Success Criteria for various operating modes of the
system;
A Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis {FMECA) for AFW

system components;
Reliability and availability evaluations for the AFW system using
event tree and fault tree methodology;
Incorporation of test and maintenance effects on system availability; and
Impact of the Standby Steam Generator Feedpumps and Recovery of Main
Feedwater on the availability of the Secondary Cooling Function.

A second, concurrent availability evaluation of the Turkey Point AFW

system is being performed by,Bechtel. The sole purpose of this evaluation
was to compare the availability of the system in the current two-train
system to that of the system in an "open" configuration, similar to the
original Turkey Point AFW design. These are internal studies sponsored
by the licensee and will include analyses of system reliability and .avail-
ability. We expect that upon request, the staff could have the benefit
of the study results when completed.

FPL has committed to the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations { INPO) to
develop a'Safety System Unavailability Monitoring Program {the program is
defined in INPO Good Practice OE-903). The intent of the program is to
provide trending of the availability of safety systems. System availability
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will be calculated by inputting component unavailabilities gathered over a

year into a system model (fault tree, reliability block diagram, GO model,
etc.). The first three systems to be included in the monitoring program
include AFW, High Pressure Safety Injection and Emergency AC Power. The
current schedule is for the system models and program to be in place and

reporting to begin in early 1987.

(7) Standb Steam Generator Feed Pum s: FPL has installed two lOOX capacity
non-sa ety motor riven pumps w ich can supply water to both units steam
generators if the three steam driven safety-related AFW pumps are not
available. FPL has submitted proposed Technical Specifications for this
system to provide administrative control and ensure availability of
the motor driven pumps during plant operation. The staff has completed
their review and the Technical Specifications for this system will be

issued shortly. It should also be noted that this system can receive
on-site power from any of the five non-safety diesel generators. These
diesel generators are the same size and capacity as the two safety-related
diesel generators. Procedures are in place and it has been demonstrated
by tests that the non-safety system being powered from the on-site diesel
generators can provide water to the steam generators within 15 or 20

minutes. The NRC staff is also reviewing proposed Technical Specifications
for the safety-related AFW system which will also provide additional
assurance that the AFW system will be available and capable of performing
its safety function when required. This effort will be completed within a

month or two.
I

In sugary, as discussed above, FPL has and is continuing to take actions to
assure that the AFW system and the non-safety backup system will be reliable
and available when needed.

The NRC has required significant improvements in the AFW systems for all PWRs

following the TNI-2 accident. These actions include the following:

( 1) Requirements specified in NUREG-0737 (incorporation of recommendations
in NUREGS-0578, 0611, 0635 and 0660)

a ~ Item I I.E.1.1

1) .A .simplified AFW system reliability analysis;

2) A deterministic review of the AFW system using the acceptance
criteria of SRP Section 10.4.9 and associated BTP ASB 101 as

principal guidance; and

3) A re-evaluation of the AFW system flowrate design bases and

criteria.
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b. Item II.E.1.2

1) Safety grade automatic initiation signals and circuits;

2) Safety grade indication of AFW system flow to steam generators.

(2) As a result of the staff's review of the NUREG-0737 items above, testing
requirements for the AFW system were added to the plant Technical Specifi-
cations. Most AFW systems are now tested on a monthly basis, and any
system inoperabilities must be corrected within 72 hours.

(3) The Environmental gualification Rule ( 10 CFR 50.49), issued January 1983,
required the environmental qualification of electrical equipment
important to safety, including electrical equipment in AFW systems.

(4) Generic Letter No. 81-14 was issued February 10, 1981, for older PWRs to
increase the seismic resistance of the AFW systems to provide reasonable
assurance that the systems will function after the occurrence of earthquakes
up to and including the design Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE).

(5) The AFW systems for all PWRs licensed after 1981 have been approved in
accordance with the reliability criterion in SRP Section 10.4.9, and are
safety related systems.

In addition to the actions discussed above, the staff is currently pursuing
several related generic issues that may also affect the reliability of AFW

systems. These generic issues and their status are:

( 1) Generic Issue 68 - Loss of AFWS due to AFW Steam High Energy Line Break

This issue considers a steam line break that would disrupt the supply of
steam to the turbine driven pump and concurrently disable the electric
motor driven pump, if the electric pump motor was not qualified to operate
in the steam environment and was located in the same pump room. This
issue is scheduled for CRGR review in January 1987.

(2) Generic Issue 93 - Steam Binding of Auxiliary Feedwater Pump

This issue considers the'team.hinding of one or more AFW .pumps resulting
from the leakage of heated main feedwater through 'various combinations
of check and control valves into the AFW system pumps. This issue is
scheduled for CRGR review in October 1986.
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(3) Generic Issue 122 - Loss of All Feedwater

122. 1a - Common Mode Failure of Isolation Valves in Closed Position
122. lb - Recovery of Auxiliary Feedwater
122. lc - Interruption of Auxiliary Feedwater Flow
122.2 - Initiating Feed and Bleed

This issue consists of a number of short term items that were identified
by the staff's review of the June 9, 1985, Davis-Besse loss of feedwater
event. The schedule for the resolution of these issues is being
developed.

(4) Generic Issue 124 - Auxiliary Feedwater System Reliability

The staff's proposed resolution for this issue requires certain operating
plant licensees with a two-train system to demonstrate that their AFW

systems comply with an unavailability criterion equivalent to no more than
10 per demand. In conducting the reliability analysis, the licensees
should account for the AFW failure probabilities considered in Generic
Issues 68, 93 and 122 discussed above. Those utilities that cannot
satisfy the reliability criterion will be required to propose appropriate
modifications. These operating plants are ANO-1 and 2, Crystal River,
Fort Calhoun, Prairie Island-1 and 2, and Rancho Seco. The Backfit
Analysis for this issue is currently under review by the Director, NRR,

and should be ready for CRGR review by July 1986.

I trust you find this responsive to the concerns and the information will be

of assistance in your overall understanding of FPL's corrective actions and
status relating to the AFW event at Turkey Point and the status of the staff's
continuing efforts relating to the AFW systems of all PWRs.

original signed b7
+get,or Sto'13AI~

cc: Commissioner Roberts
Commissioner Asselstine
Commissioner Bernthal

OGC

OPE

SECY

**RETYPED in DEDROGR Office 7/8/86

Victor Stello, Jr.
Executive Director

for Operations

Enclosures:
1. September 20, 1985 ACRS Letter to

Nunzio J. Palladino from David A. Ward
2. October 16, 1985 Memorandum to

William J. Dircks from Nunzio J. Palladino
3. October 29, 1985 Memorandum with'enclosed

ACRS response to Nunzio J. Palladino
from William J. Dircks
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